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Abstract,: The recenL revival of ConnecLionism has led to an
upsurge of interest, in trainable pattern associators and
pat.t.ern classif iers of many types. However, one t.raining
method current.l-y dominat,es t,he f ield
the bac[
propagation algorithm. This met,hod is crowding out other
neural- learning algorithms and other inductive techniques.
The present paper reports some empirical trials comparing
seven different, neural learnj-ng algorithms (including t,wo
versions of back propagat.ion) on four test problems. Though
Iimited in scope the present study does shed light on the
performance of a variety of learning t,echniques, compared
under relatively uniform conditi-ons. The results casL some
doubt on t.he status of back propagat.ion as an , industrial
strdngt,h' learning algorithm. It appears t.o scal_e up rather
poorly; and on two pattern recognit,ion t,asks it giave a
higher error rate than a commonly used stat,istical
technique. These resu1ts suggest t,hat Lhe neurocomput,ing
community as a whole may be in danger of becoming fixated
at a local opt,imum, just like some of its algorithms.
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1. Introduetion
The recent resurgence of int,erest in Neural Computing, also known
as Connectionism, threatens to distort the field of vfacfrine Learning
by overemphasizing connectionist learning at t.he expense of other
kinds of inductive system, and one neural learninq algorithm in
part.icular -- Lhe methbd of back propagat,ion (Werbos, tgi+; parker,
1,982; Rumelhart & McCle11and, 1986). This has now become almost, a
,connectionisL c1ich6, (Forsyth, 1990), yeL it suffers from a number
of known problems including poor scalability (Tesauro, 1,997) and
'netwqrk paralysis' (Wasserman, 1989). Moreover, several reports
describe alt.ernative neural computing models which outperform back
propagat.ion in speed, accuracy or both (Lippman, L9B7).
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For example, Shepanski (1988) compared st,andard numerical optimization
techniques against a back-propagaLion network with 2 hidden layers
on a problem involving the reconsLruct,ion of a noisy input, signal. The
numerical met.hod proved 1-1-7 tj-mes faster and 39 times more accurate.
The present study is an empirical investigat.i-on of the sLat.us of back
propagation as a l-earning algorithm. Seven different neural learning
programs were written by Lhe author and applied to four different test
problems. This format is conceptually simple; nevertheless, iL is
hoped that it. serves a useful purpose by comparing several alternaLive
methods on a relatively 'l-evel playing field'.

2. Seven Neura1 Learning Algorithms
six algorithms were chosen for Lesting
one in t.wo variants
giving seven distinct methods. Al-1 but the Iast are weight-adjustment

methods.

1.
2.
3.

RANDNET
GREEDNET
ANNA

Carlo Search
'Greedy' or best-first search
Simulated Annealing
(Metropolis et dl. , 1953
'PIain Vanil-Ia' Back Propagation
Back Propagation with Momentum
Genetic Search
(Forsyth , L981, ; Ackley , 19B'l
Albus' s CMAC Memory Mode1
(Albus, 1981)
Pure. Monte

)

" BP/V
5. BP+M
6. GENE
4

7.

)

CMAC

3. The Four Test Probleurs
The first two tesL problems were mainly intended t.o test speed and.
accuracy of learning. The second two problems require the
systems to act as pattern recognizers and were mainly intended t.o
test t,he ability to general-ize.
1. EXOR :
Exclusive OR
2. PARITY4 : 4-Bit Parity
3. ZOOBASE : Animal Classification
4. CHOX :
Image ldent.if ication
EXOR is t,he ubiquitous Exclusive-Or problem, identj-fied by Minsky &
Papert (a969) as t,he simplest Boolean function that a one-1ayer
Perceptron (RosenblaLt, L962) cannot sol_ve. It is included for its
historical imporL.ance, and as a link between t.he present work and
earlier studies. The second test problem, 4-b1L parity, extends the
EXOR problem from two i-nput l-ines to four. The task here for the nets
is to learn to respond with l- when an even number of inputs are on and
zero when an odd number are on.
The ZOOBASE data-set, contains details of 101 animal species,
each described in Lerms of 17 features, such as t,he number of legs
it has or whether it. gives milk to its young. There are 7 output
lines, all of which are off (0) except one
indicating the
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zoological class of the species concerned. To test the systems'
capacity to generalize from seen to unseen cases, the data was
randomly split into two subsets a training set of 51 cases
and a test set containing the remaining 44 examples.
The CHOX data-set requires the nets to perform a simplified industrial
inspection task. This data comes from a larger database of images
previously described by Shepherd (1983). CHOX contains B0 records in
aII, each with nine measurements obtained from silhouette photographs
of different chocol-ates. These shape descriptors describe the
geometric features of the chocol-ates as seen by a vision system with
a resolution of 96x9 6 pixels. The B0 cases were randomly divided into
two subsets, 44 training examples and 35 test cases. There were eight
output lines of which aII were zero except one, indicating the
chocolate type that produced the image. The nets had to fearn to
assign each image to its correct class.
4. Test Results
AiI seven methods were run five times on the EXOR problem,
each time taking 2000 passes over the training examples. Table
l- shows the median error score (i.e. the 3rd-best of f ive runs)
attained after 2000 passes over the training data by each method.
This score is the squared deviation from the true va1ue (O or 1)
of the system's output averaged over the four possible inputs.
Error Scores on EXOR.I
lTab1e 1
Method

Error- Score

BP+M
GREEDNET

0.0000
0 .0004
0.0008

GENE

0 . 01_23

ANNA

0.02s0

CMAC

BP

/v

RANDNET

0.1,263
0.1-41-4

The methods have been placed

in order. The best score was obt,ained by

CMAC, which always converged to a mean error score of less t,han
0 .0001- within 250 passes. The main f inding t.o emerge is the divergence

bet.ween BP/v and BP+M,

confirming that back propagation is very
sensitive to correct choice of learning-raLe and momenLum parameters.
PARITY4 presents a more challenging test., and here t.he results start
to show clear dif f erences bet,ween the various methods. Table 2 1ist.s
t.he mean squared errors aft.er 2000 passes (again the median of 5 runs)
for all seven methods.
Error Scores on PARITY4. l
[Table 2
Method
Error Score
CMAC

0.0001-

GENE

0.151_6

ANNA
RANDNET

0.2t1,9
0.2379
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GREEDNET
BP+M
BP

/v

0.2438
0.2s00
0.2s00

Here the superiority of t.he distributed memory method (CMAC) over the
others is obvious. In fact, CMAC always converged to within 0.0025 of
the correct answer within 350 passes on all 16 inputs. These results
suggest that back propagation scafes up rather poorly from a simple
problem (EXOR) to a more complex version of the same task (pARITy4) .

It is al-so worth noting that the back-propagation programs were
the slowest of al-l on this problem. Table 3 gives the mean runtime
for 2000 passes, rounded to the nearest second, taken by each
method on a 385-based computer.
lTable
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Met.hod
RANDNET
GREEDNET

ANNA
GENE
CMAC
BP

/v

BP+M

Average Runtimes.

Runtime
66L
580
588
179
i511
2261
221L

l

Ratio

1.000
L.029
1.041
L.779
2.286
3.421
3.436

(This comparison is actually unfair on CMAC, sj-nce it always
converged within 350 passes. If time-to-convergence had been the
criterion it wourd easily have been the fastest method. )
Such figures must be treated with caution. Neverthel-ess, they
portray back propagation in a most unflattering light, and tend to
support the contention that training a network by back propagation is
a slow process.
To test generalization ability, the two methods that did best on the
harder of the two logical problems (ANNA and GENE) as wefl as the
better of the back-propagation methods (BP+M) were applied to two more
realistic data-sets. rn addition, to give a slightry broader
perspective, a program was written implementing a well-estabtished
statistical classification method, the Nearest-Neighbour technique
(Fix & Hodges, 1951) and applied to the same data. (Note: when being
re-run on the training file, this program computes the distance of
each case to al-1 other exemplars, excluding the current case itself.)
For the comparisons reported below, success rate (percentage of cases
correctly classified) is used as the primary performance measure. To
force each system to give an unambiguous classification, the output
line with the highest value was always picked as the system,s
decision.

Tabfes 4 and 5 show the resul-ts on the
200 passes over the training data.
lTabl-e 4

Success Rates on

ZOOBASE

ZOOBASE. l

and

CHOX

data after

Met.hod

Training- Set?

Test - Set?

CMAC

BP+M
ANNA

100
100
50

B2

GENE

EA
J=

Nearest -Neighbour

IU

55
39

95
46

B9

34
Default Strategy
(The default strat,egy was simply to pj-ck the commonesL category:
it shows the success rate expected by chance. )

[Table

Success Rates on
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Method

Training-

CMAC

100

BP+M
ANNA

BO

39
32

GENE

Nearest -Neighbour

B9

CHOX.I
Set%

Test - Set?
B5

'7)
22
2B
94

Ll
1B
Default Strategy
BP+M converged Lo a solution with the ZOOBASE training data inside 200
passes and came reasonably near convergence with the CHOX data, while
ANNA and GENE hardly got started.
CMAC and BP+M showed some signs of overfit,Ling the training
daLa, a finding also not.ed in Hart (1990). Indeed CMAC fitted the
training data perfectly bot,h times, and did show some ability t.o
generalize; but it was not as accurate on unseen data as the
nearest-neighbour met.hod. (Once again BP+M was the slowest of the
methods tested.

)

5. Back Propagation: the Bubble-Sort of Connectionism?
This study is l-imited in aims and scope. Nevert.hless some trends
may be discerned in t.he result.s, and some gieneral remarks about the
place of neuraf methods within the field of machine learning would
appear to be justified.
Back propagat,ion, it seems fair to sdy, is very good when it works
wel1, but awful when it works badIy. In other words, iL is a brittle
technique. It tends Lo scale up poorly, and demands considerable
effort. in tuning the learning paramet,ers. Also it is very sl-ow.
The genetic algorithm would appear to be robust but slow. That is to
sdy, it. was the best of the weight-space search met.hods on the most
difficult. problem (PARITY4) but took much longer to learn than back
propagation on the easier problems (ZOOBASE and CHOX).
Simulat,ed annealing, iL would appear, fa1ls between back propagat,ion
and t,he genet,ic search. It fared slighty better on the easy problems
than the genet,ic search buL slightly worse on the hard one. It may
welI deserve more att,ention Lhan it has received as a viable
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compromise between speed and robusLness. (And, like the genetic
algorithm but unlike back propagation, simulated annealing can be used
to optimize non-numeric knowledge structures, such as symbolic
descriptions. )

the training data
CMAC was the only method that always fitted
perfectly; and it did show an ability to generalize to unseen cases
comparable with that of back propagation. However the version used
here was not as robust in the face of noise as the nearest-nei-ghbour
classif ication technique
fn view of the optimism displayed by some members of the neurocomputing fraternity, the fact that alI the neural methods were
beaten by a commonplace statistical technique can only be described
as embarassing. Nearest-neighbour classj-f ication was j-ncluded to serve
roughly the same function as a placebo in a clinical trial. Yet it
outperformed the more sophisticated algorithms.
To conclude: it seems appropriate to sound a warning against becoming
fixated upon any single neural architecture. The real- problem with
back propagation is not that it sometimes fail-s to converge in a
reasonable time. A more serj-ous problem is that it has narrowed the
vision of the entj-re neuro-computing communj-ty. It only works with
nets of a certain type; conseeuently only nets of that type are
seriously studied. Systems of a radically different nature, such as
those of Albus (1981), Reilly et aI. (L982) or Aleksander (1987), tend
to receive relatively l-ittle attention. Non-connectionist inductive
techniques receive even less.
Perhaps the neuro-computing community as a whol-e is in danger of
becoming trapped at a local optimum, like some of its algorithms?
"
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